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SUMMARY OF DESIGN REVISIONS

This addendum provides design revisions associated with the dredge prism within the
Remediation Area E (RA-E) navigational channel leading to Onondaga Creek. The channel
depth leading to Onondaga Creek must be sufficient to accommodate commercial boat traffic
that uses Onondaga Creek and the Inner Harbor. Therefore, the proposed approach in the Final
Design for this area was to dredge to a sufficient depth to allow cap placement while maintaining
minimum required navigational depths as provided by the New York State Canal Corporation
(NYSCC). Subsequent to the Final Design, the NYSCC requested that the post-capping
bathymetry be consistent with the original 1915 canal design, for which they provided design
drawings. The original channel was wider and slightly shallower than the channel included in the
Final Design. Therefore, the design has been modified to comply with this request. Consistent
with the Final Design, the revised design includes dredging to a sufficient depth such that the
final cap surface is 2 feet below the navigational depth to prevent dredge-induced damage to the
cap during future navigational dredging. The revised plan is presented in the attached revised
design sheet.
Three active rail lines are located immediately adjacent to the shoreline in the area of the
navigational channel. Geotechnical analysis indicates that dredging adjacent to the shoreline in
this area, including the navigational channel within this area, could result in an unacceptable
factor of safety for the shoreline and rail line stability, which could result in movement of the rail
lines. Therefore, no dredging or capping is included in this area within the navigational channel.
The detailed evaluation documenting the basis for this offset is provided in the Technical
Support Document for the Explanation of Significant Differences for this area.
This addendum also addresses the six sets of pilings in the lake marking the entrance into
the Syracuse Inner Harbor (Cultural Resource Feature A-7) and the set of pilings approximately
700 feet north of the navigational channel (Cultural Resource Feature A-72). These pilings will
be left in place and capping and dredging will be conducted up to the pilings.
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